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ABSTRACT
In 1965 the International Association for the

?valuation of Educational Achievement (TEA) inaugurated a
cross-national survey of achievement in six subjects: Science,
Reading Comprehension, Literature, English as a Foreign Language,
French as a Foreign Language, and Civic Education. The overall aim of
the project was to use international tests in order to relate student
achievement and attitudes to instructional, social, and economic
factors, and from the results to establish generalizations of value
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C\J lEA SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

r-4
r\I The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IRA Six-Subject

ar Survey were set out in a series of manuals:
r-4

Stage 2 IEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
TEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators

U S
EDUCAtION *ELFOUite
OE PAutfv.4.10 Of MEAL TH

Um,
IEA /M3 Manual for Test Administrators oucAtION

NAZICAMS gleaStitUTE Of! S..1 Is t4 wF P40

Stage 3 TEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers ,HE ,., camorq
# n kA(I'l V A. (Off ly n pom

DEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators start rl fro Not Nt t %satin. Y bott
arto .1 rzt.ros .1 ,94 (0.11,4,0N%

5114*(..N .AI NIALONAI ityclitult Of
LEAtM3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators th el A? ;kw, ( al, 8.0i .(

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular

LEA instrument to provide researchers with the mipimuimecessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructionS4w_the practice items and the
vare.ngs concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).

For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items

in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each

such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and

(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is

derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E Examination (student)
Q. Questionnaire (student)
T Teacher questionnaire
S School questionnaire

2: Stijiella22...iticak

1 0 I 6 = II and IT
2 II ZgoI, II and IV
3 III 8Q I and IV
4 IV S IV Specialist

5 mig I and II N NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject
S Science
R Reading Comprehension
L m Literature
M Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E m English as a Foreign Language
F French as a Foreign Language
C Civic Education
2 All Stage 2 Subjects
3 All Stage 3 Subjects

Z3' 5 All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Tyke,

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Questions About Learning English

Data Bank Instrument Number Q6E1
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1E043/3tage 3

Pop II, p. 36

Pop IV, p. 33

Booklet 37 Ifor Pop IV, booklet 49, contains a number of questions about

yourand your study of English. It is not a test. You are to answer the

questions in this section as accurately as you can. You will record your

answers to the questions in this section on answer card 20 in section A.

As before, you will indicate your answers by blackening in the oval that

corresponds to the answer you choose.

Altit140.
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QC 1

Theme questions are boiug gi7en to a nAaber of ohildren

in several oountries to find out v4at they thiLk about Vnglish and

the part it plays in their Urea. This in ROT a toot, because there

are no right or 'crone unewero We Jet want to know how you feel

about learning English ILA about theIcays in which rou are learning

it.

When you are tit to dc no, woe.: through the questions,

indicattog the an6wern rtt want i. , gtve ,)lackening in the uppro-

priote space oa your sndvIr ,:ar0. If j..)4a waat tf: change an answer

you have gil-er, 9a7, brat bn manir to ems* the murk for the old

answer codvetely.
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?or each of these questions, aeleot the answer whiob is true for
you, and indicate it by blackening in the appropriate apace on
your answer card.

1. The marks I get in lugiish are ueually

A. better than In most other ea0eote.

B. about aver ,,e oompared with cvhfir subjects.

C. worse than in most other oubjeotu.

2. I like Englxsh

A. more than most ,ther oubjecte. so to t°4°.
B. about the ease as other snbisots.

C. lees than moot other subjects.

3. 1 would like to stuJy Lngitsh aftlr the end of this sohool
year.

A. Tee

B. not sure

C. no

4. English gets more interesting xsi; the time.

A. yes

B. not sure

C. no

5. I would like ';o be bble to speftk more lariguages than (Mother
Tongue).

A. yes

B. not sure

C. no
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6. T hope that iu T4y caree.t7. b.! to t:11* 1404) of

the Enclialb I le4rvied ot

A. yes

B. not ware

C. no
stA

7. I cannot profit frin learml-ne I.:nglien because it is to diffi-
cult for me.

A. yes

B. not sure

C. no

8. I think that everyone would benefit from learning English.

A. yes

B. not sure

C. no

9. There are many subjects more important to learn eit school than
}nglieh.

A. yea

B. not sure

C. no

10. It is irnportaht to learn 's;nglish while still at school.

A. yes

B. not lure

C. no
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I''R /4n

Below la a 1.Ast of thingv 7:4 aa; 3oho,!. Iwok at each
one, and if it la aomqtUlig Attpl oz daoi to do vvey
often, biaoken Sr opal* A anlvir ,ftrt. 14' you t:t., it eome-
time*, blacken in grace rart.:Ly lo it or huq newts d=0
it, blaezen ara.:Le Q.

11. Rend Engliph newspape,.a

A. often

B. sometimes

C. rarely or never

r 41114...1 1 1,:411 .

woo

12. Listen to Englieh langi'afe radto vograms or watth Enitliab
leingusec film or. Rnii.Lish langna6,e sr! inngmmr.

A. often

B. sometime*

rare'; or nort,r

11, w:t11 !"7nglteth spes.ig *114.11,4,o

A. o:'ct,

P. aomttime

rsr,0,7

14. COrreEpOre. kg)

A. ,ten

P. so met -;

r1,3`q7,7 sr 11.VI:

4'13' 10.42:A.A.

15. Attend meuttno ef ftglten lrquace ear:Iv:tan or (thor English
lenemege oditurro. orga-::!fttlrte.

A. often

f; rarely 16ver

16. Rase visited an Fpglim, spoakg nuntry.

A. mars than a multi-,

B. one =nth or ior,
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14A/eU

The following are acttviton 1617:11ile

out lajleplasarctss. 14.1o% It ewe ttetemt%ot, 1:

refers to an activity 70t1 ,,041

you do it 801WIA.M0li, 1`.;) 'c

blacken in spa4e C :11 yovr 4ptivt,-

17. Spcskinj 1:11411al, t, tha er

A. often

B. sometirreu

C. rarely or Dever

oft

18. Speaking in (muse of MoViva TrnqtAo).

A. often

B. eometines

C. rarely or never

Irglieb sal carry
tho sttomoat

ovacl. 4; if
.14r0,1,* novor

tota`sebl't

19. Listening to the teacher spaking i3 (name of Mother Tongue).

A. often

B. sometimes

C. rarely Or never

20. Listening to renvres, radio, or P.V. programa or fame in the
gaglIsh language.

A. often

B. eometimbo

C. rarely or never

21. Repeating taped, f%.4.avd, or brmudoeet rrt eiorcipae in Raglish.

A. often

B. ennei.imve

C. rare4y neyvt
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22. Writing exereiaes to English.

A. often

B. sometimes

C. rarely or never.

IEA/20 ENG
IRA/40 )NG

23. Translating from or Into gnglish.

0 tiSA gi°1°

A. often

B. sometimes

C. rarely or never

24. Writing essays in English.

A. often

B. sometimes

C. rarely it never

25. Parading of shot passages in English for detailed study.

A. often

B. sometimes

G. rarely or never

26. Reading English for p/easurt).

A. often

B. sometimeP

C. rarely or never
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QUESTIONNAIRES

011
GENERAL NOTES

1. Instructions for all questionnaires should encourage all respondents

to give a response to every item. 7t is left to National Centers to

frame the statement for their own countries. Indeed, test administra-

tors and school co-ordinator3 should be asked by National Centers to

ensure that all questionnaire items are completed.

2. Obviously greater freedom is permissible in the translation of

questioLlaire items than in test itmns. In some instances items will

have to be completely adapted for national use. however, where an

international code has been provided, it is essential that the

information is obtained nationally in such a way that the international

coding can be applied.

3. In the stem of most questions the word "indicate" has been used. Where

the National Center has decided to use an MRC card, the stem will have

to be changed to read something like "indicate by blackening in the

appropriate space on the answer card". Where punch cards will be

returned by a National Center, their stem should be changed to something

like "indicate by circling the appropriate letter below".

4. Some questions in which the response indicates the grouping of a

continuous variable, a short-hand convention using the signs )h(less

than or equal to) and <( greater than) has been used. National Centers

should translate these signs into appropriate words for the respondents

to the questionnaires. The convention has been used for the sake of

accuracy.

5. Where appropriate, national examples should be given in order to help

respondents answer the questions accurately.

6. Unpcaled Variables. Where it has been difficult to evolve an internaloonal

scale which adequately represents different practices in participating

countries, the variable has been designeted as an international unsealed

variable. National. Centers are asked to formulate for each of these

variables up to a nine-point scale whim* will be appropriate for use

witlin coantry end which agrees with the general outline provided

ie the specific accmpanying notes. The purpose of this outline is to

ensure a certain enifermity of categorisation between the different

countr;es, tnat is, ell countries should collect date on the sere dimen-

sioe uni crcicrf-d in the came wey. It is imvirtant thz.t Naticnql Cent/.rc

tmnemit oopleo of thalr of adoificatory oehtmota to XE1 Irt=ztional.



C°17. In order to secure the most accurate information to questionnaire items,

countries may wish to consider assigning several of the items a:, "home

tasks" for the student. Students would be asked to find out the Answer

to several of the items in preparation for completing the questionnaire.

Such items which could profitably be arsigned as "home tasks" include:

Father's Occupation and Father's and Mother's Education.

8. In a nu:Ioer of countries, studentg will require some guidance from

teachers in answering questionnaire items. Such guidance is appropriate

and desirable. It is quite possible that, in some situations, teachers

will read questionnaire items aloud, discuss points of clarification,

allow time for students to supply an answer and proceed to the next

item. Such a step by step approach to the completion of the student

questionnaire may be necessary at the 10-rear-old level in various

countries where students have had little or no experience with question-

naires. Where students may be expected to givethe same answer (e.g.,

number of students in class, grade student is in, etc.) the best

procedure is for the teacher to supply the answer and get all students

to enter it in. It is, of course, clear that no help will be given to

students when answering the tests (as opposed to the questionnaires).

9. Where students are requested to give a quantitative response to an item,

e.g. number of hours of homework, these are to be coded to the nearest

whole hour, year, etc.

10. Where a response of zero or none is given to a questionnaire item, this

is to be coded 0 on the punch card. Where an individual has failed to

record a questionnaire item, the appropriate colr!rn should be left blank.

The distinction between a blank and a zero is an important one.

11. Wherever coding or punching schemes are being used in the coding of

responses, minimum and maximum values for each variable are set forth

in the international coding scheme. Where a student indicates a response

which is greeter than the maximum value, it is to be coded as the maximum

value. Thu..., if the Laximum value for a certain variable is 25, a response

of 30 voLA be coded as 25, since 25 means 25 or more.
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12. The definition of Civic Education to be used within any one

country will be left to each National Center to decide. This

is because the content and nomenclature of Civic Education

courses will vary from country to country. The definition

arrived at should be sent to IEA International in Stockholm.

e,0100
0100,



MA SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IRA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
MA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 TEAM/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
MA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Teat Administrators

These manuals are available froi ERIC Clearinghouse.

U t DIE PAR iv/ NT Of SEA/tr.EDUCAtfores wtutzge
NA1WhIAL INtiltUtE OF

EDUCAtiON
VO *qt.% III' h riOoD f f Vl kOMtor

0% 'W
..

latI CISitC.Itpoftyl r I," 4 (,f OP,111101111,t4 r f) 1n)
Nif v.Ak.i AF PRE01 .( 41 NIA'

I ,NST I TWA, al0,4 A 1.0N 00..- cs, of+ POI .(

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular

IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction

information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings eoneerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).

For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigntd

.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each

such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and

(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is

derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: &Re of Instrument

E Examination (student)
II= Questionnaire (student)
T 10 Teacher questionnaire
S a School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 0 I 6 so II and TV

2 = II T s 19 II and IV
3 a 1 1 1 8 a I and IV
4 = ry S g IV Specialist
5 = I and II N m NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R 0 Reading Comprehension
L g, Literature
M 0 Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E English as a Foreign Language
F French as a Foreign Language
C 0 Civic Education
2 a All Stage 2 Subjects
3 a All Stage 3 Subjects
5 All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrusihi
One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each

instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

coft
000,

Instrument Name English Student Questionnaire

Data Bank Instrument Number Q6E2



Q6.,2

IEA /M3 /3tage 3

Pop II, p. 36

Pop IV, p. 33

The questions in this section deal with some of your interests and outside

activities. It is not a test. In answering the questions, choose the answer

that suits you best and mark your choice in section V on the answer card.

Are there any questions?

so°
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1SAI20
IEA/40 ENG

Scotian 21 MITGLISH LiTUUNT 4MSTIO9BALIZE.*Ou

Q6_,2

1. Indicate if you have subJecte ether than &n$1.teh in which tits
language of iustrnotIon is ]'uglier.

A. Toe

B. No

2. Indicate if your father ever stndieo Englitsh.

A. Tee

B. No

C. Do not kpow
*SA

oitautext

3. Indicate if your mother eve., eixd3ed Rusliah.

A. Toe

B. No

C. Do not know

4. Indioati?hos your pmranto 2,(41 10)0,2 your steadying Englinh.

A. I don't ltaov abet their 04Ast &ILIWOr this
question

B. They aro !ant ravnrable Lr.

C. They don't care eithor

D. Thee are favorable t, Jr

5. Indicate if your prIcT.L:ts clue. yoct Kagilah homework.

A. Often

B. Occasionally

C. Rarely or never
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ISA/40 ENO
IBA/40 ENG

Questions 6.17 consist o f.1 series of .foitAii.erits abut the study

Of Iftglish. For each statement, Sndicitte soother you strongly

agree, agree, We uncertain, dimaeree, or stre)Agly disagree with it.

6. Studying EnglJoh may someday

help me to get a good Jab

7. 1 need to study %nglish 4ecause

a foreign language is required

in the school curriculum or to

be admitted to a higher school..

8. I need to study English because

it is used in school in the

higher grades....... ............

9. I need to study English in

order to read books, news

papers, or magasines that I

want to

10. Studying English will reap me

if I need to study another

foreign language later on. ..... .

11. Studying Hnglieh will all :w me

to Make friends more (lastly

with Englieh.speakialg people....

12. Studying English will enable we

to meet, talk, or c*rrespond

with a greater variety of

people.......

13. One is well educated only if he

knows at least one foreign

language

14. I an studying 8nglxan because

enjoy it....... ***** ..........

tr7ns0 y tinoer. Dia Strongly
Afree Agree tat* agree disagree

I A 1 ii

I

A .-e C D B

A B C D IS

I

B
C D R

;

A B C D B

I

A B C D I

B C D E

4 B C B 2

A A C D B
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15. I am studying English becauda

I was given no choice in the

matter

16. Studying Knglish will he i' me

to understand my own lan34144e

better. ********* ............,...

17. StUdylng bet 1, me

to brow and appreciate J4,

way of lire of people who

speak Enclish. ..................

:;te.c.nr!./

.1Gree tgree

C)64.11

1.i1A/40 I.14;

Strongly
.;ncer- Die Dle
taut agree agree

I

A D n D E

i

Si C D P

I

i

i

i

!

i A I R C D e,

or questions 18-21 indicate how eel, lou intend' or plan to be able tot

A

Not es *it

16. Speak Sugiish

19. Understand English

when spokeu........

20. Read

21. Write Englisn......

I;

A -tittle
roeuswhat

well Well. Very Will

r"...---____i_
I A 14 r+, D

.......1-.

! i
LA t

._ . -

11 C 1: E
411111. 4.1.4Al .......... 010.01M1011001.1. ..

c
-

i)

FA
MM.. . =W... . .../11

........ ..--4._.

r ..1

.

WM, M *maw. 0. ........... ... .........

,..)

22. Indicate 'la w:lat erurt :t.du firi.t +started Studying English.

A. Grades 1 or

B. Grades 3 or 4

C. Grades or +.

D. Grad ea " or

E. or h:g:ter

23. Indicate Low :'o!1 ',mew 1...glish before you started studying

it at sct.00l.

A. I didn't ks.ow an Pail!!Pat..

B. i late* nal,/
T kne* f;o! ::$1r19 Awtol

D, I anted the wa.:1
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24. Ima1u4inp t,1.1 yva,, q.4;.t.uL, ;.ow mtvly ':car:; n,A,t! 3tudied

English ultavIther.

A. 1 your

B. ;* yeara

C. 3 to 4 yearn

D. 5 to 6 years

11. 7 years cr m) re

25. Indicate how well y!At CAM now (that ,e, say any -

thing you waut it,.

A. Not at all

B. A little
10.11.

C. .:omewnat well
D. Well 046
R. 17ery well

26. /ndiftute how well you dew ande:1;t4vd .r:uslish when other people

speak L you in .t.

A, ilot at all

B. A little

Somewhat we..,

D. Well

E. Very wull

27. Indicate how wv11 ,:n411611 cow.

Not at ELA.

B. A litLle

C. ;'omewhat wall

D. Well

S. Very well

28. Indicate how well you &an vrrite Enzllah tow, that is write

anythIng you want to in it.

A. Not itt alI

R. A lAttle

G. ';ortiewhat well

D. Well

B. Very well
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29. Indicate how ,,rtes: :cu sw.re a commee. ents1 4e Reo#001, to

talk wttn eoplo F.ngl.:6r,

4. Never

S. Some

C. Often 1011

30. Indicate it you /wire spent Any time in a 4u/0.1.8h...speaking country.

A. Vever

B. Short vies; Jess ihati (me month)

C. Isetween one month and one year

D. Between one and two yearn

E. Vore than two years

31. Indicate how easy or hard you find the study of English, as

*moored with your other subjecras.

A. very easy

B. Somewhat easy

C. 1;either 'may or nerq

D. Oomereoet bard

F. Very hat:d

32. Indioatt how oar, you wort iparninr or studying Englieh

compart4 to otner eutplelte loN eitht.o3.

A. T work harder 4r Faiglpin tnlr to other :subjects.

B. J work In Y.a7 al pot as i.ard as I do in other wuNeate

C. T do not work Iv ,L.101en 4r ',lard as I do other subjects

33. Indlutte abou; hw roat.. :lo.:re of Lonework you do each week

in English.

A. Tees then 1 1:aur

B. 3etweeri 1 urat i

C. Between arl 3 Yours

D. betweer, i £-°d ni.nrn

Mort tray
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,1.'11 :;)401. ::91, }:0.1:.1 tr 1 .1 111 "1,11 .'1. et'. Vt.

encl' vctbc: l i Lt....7.ro.i Jets!

1.rt- 341:1 4

P. :.etNiura

!tet.qter

taxti. t:ert

Lts:
1=

" -
x:

F. ;1

*!Lit$U whictl

36. Tx. it,?.+1 " 4. " :. ') #1 Mitiat. 4 1 f. ti i.41,:iiath there

$4: r.

3/. rfne.,7.h hook,. aee 6ngleb movies and TV

prour., *.n:( ...Anton tl proTrolr or the rh.iio.

6..

114. :. ",.1 tt " C.'.

: ! s3,._11 '4
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QUESTIONNAIRES

GENERAL NOTES

1. Instructions for all questionnaires should encourage all respondents

to give a response to every item. It is left to National Centers to

frame the statement for their own countries. Indeed, test administra-

tors and school co-ordinators should be asked by National Centers to

ensure that all questionnaire items are completed.

2. Obviously greater freedom is permissible in the translation of

questionnaire items than in test itemG. In some instances :terns Jill

have to be completely adapted for national use. However, where an

international code has been provided, it is essential that the

information is obtained nationally in such a way that the international

coding can be applied.

3. In the stem of most questions the word "indicate" has been used. Where

the National Center has decided to use an MRC card, the stem will have

to be changed to read something like "indicate by blackening in the

appropriate space on the answer card". Where punch cards will be

returned by a National Center, their stem should be changed to something

like "indicate by circling the appropriate letter below".

4. Some questions in which the response indicates the grouping of a

continuous variable, a short-hand convention using the signs 2bAless

than or equal to) and <( greater than) has been used. National Centers

should translate these signs into appropriate words for the respondents

to the questionnaires. The 'convention has been used for the sake of

accuracy.

5. Where appropriate, national examples should be given in order to help

respondents answer the questions accurately.

6. Unsealed '.'.:4riab3es. Where it has been difficult to evolve an international

scale which adequately represents different practices in pAticipatinq

countries, the variable has been designated as an international unsealed

variable. National Centers are asked to formulate for each of these

variables up to a nine-point scale which will be appropriate fot use

within their country and which agrees with the general outline providod

in thr specific accompanying notes. The purpose of thib cutl:ne is to

ensure a certain uniformity of categorisation between the different

countries, th4t is, all countries should collect data on the same dimen-

sion and ordered in the same way. It is important that Natic:al Centers

transmit copies of tboir ollanificatory schemes to IRA Inte:=tional.
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7. In order to secure the most accurate information to questionnaire items,

countries may wish to consider assigning several of the items as "home

tasks" for the student. Students would be asked to find out the answer

to several of the items in preparation for completing the questionnaire.

Such items which could profitably be assigned as "home tasks" include:

Father's Occupation and Father's and Mother's Education.

8. In a number of countries, students wil.. require some guidance from

teachers in answering questionnaire items. Such guidance is appropriate

and desirable. It is quite possible that, in some situations, teachers

will read questionnaire items aloud, discuss points of clarification,

allow time for students to supply an answer and proceed to the next

item. Such a step by step approach to the completion of the student

questionnaire may be necessary at the 10-year-old level in various

countries where students have had little or no experience with question-

naires. Where students may be expected to givethe same answer (e.g.,

number of students in class, grade student is in, etc.) the best

procedure is for the teacher to supply the answer and get all students

to enter it in. It is, of course, clear that no help will be given to

students when answering the tests (as opposed. to the questionnaires).

9. Where students are requested to give a quantitative response to an item,

e.g. number of hours of homework, these are to be coded to the nearest

whole hour, year, etc.

10. Where a response of zero or none is given to a questionnaire item, this

is to be coded 0 on the punch card. Where an individual has failed to

record a questionnaire item, the appropriate column should be left blank.

The distine4ion between a blank and a zero is an important one.

11. Wherever coding or punching schemes are being used in the coding of

responses, minimum and maximum values for each variable arc set forth

in the international coding scheme. Where a student indicates a respenne

which is greater than the maximum value, it is to be coded an the maximur

vaita,. Thus, if the mximum value for a certain vrtriable ir i rJ a respout:e

of 30 would bc oled an 25, since 25 !Tenn:. 25 cr
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12. The definition of Civic Education to be used within any one

oountry will be left to each National Center to decide. This

is because the content and nomenclature of Civic Education

courses -fill van' from country to country. The definition

arrived at should be sent to IEA International in Stockholm.


